
THE SINGULAR MEASURE OF A DIRICHLET SPACE

MASAYUKI ITO

1. Introduction
We [4], [5] examined some properties of balayaged measures in the

theory of a Dirichlet space. In those papers, we showed that the singular

measure of a Dirichlet space plays some important roles. In this paper, we

shall precisely examine some properties of the singular measure of a Dirich-

let space. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space in which there exists

a positive Radon measure ξ which is everywhere dense in X. First we

obtain the following

(1) Let D be a Dirichlet space with respect to X and £, and let a be

the singular measure of D. For any couple u and υ in D such that

Su Π Sv = φ,V the function u*(x)v*{y) in the product space X x X is σ-

integrable and

{u,v) = - 2 [[u*{x)v*{y)dσ{x,y)9

where u* and v* are the refinements of u and v, respectively.

By using this result, we shall obtain more precise results than those in

[4], Moreover we have the following

(2) Let D be the same as the above (1), and let uμ be a pure potential

in D. For an open set ω in X, let μr be the balayaged measure of μ to

ω, and let i/ be the restriction of μ' to ω. For any pure potential uμ in

D and any open set ω contained in the complement CSμ of the support of

μ, i/ is absolutely continuous for ξ if and only if the projection of the sin-

gular measure of D to X is absolutely continuous for ξ.

Next we shall examine total masses of balayaged measures. The result

in this paper is better than the one in [5].

Finally we shall obtain more precise results in the case of a special

Dirichlet space. Especially the following result is important.

Received February 17, 1967.
χ) For a ^-measurable function /, Sf means the complement of the largest open set ω

such that f(x) = 0 in ω.
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For any special Dirichlet space D, 1/ is always absolutely continuous

for ξ.

2. Preliminaries on Dirichlet spaces

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space in which there exists a

positive Radon measure ξ which is everywhere dense in X (i.e., ξ(ω) > 0 for

any non-empty open set ω in I ) , Let Cκ be the space of finite continuous

functions with compact support provided with the topology usual. Accord-

ing to Beurling & Deny [2], we define a f-Dirichlet space on X.

DEFINITION 1. A Hubert space D = D{X; ζ) is called ξ-Dirichlet space

(simply, Dirichlet space) on X if each element u in D is locally f-summable

(simply, summable) real-valued function2) in X and the following three con-

ditions are satisfied:

(D. 1) For any compact subset K of X, there exists a positive constant

A(K) such that

JK
\u(x)\dξ(x)^A(K)\\u

for any u in D.

(D. 2) Cκ Π D is dense both in Cκ and in D.

(D. 3) For any u in D and any normal contraction T on the real line R,

T u is contained in D and || T u \\ < || u \\.

In the above (D. 3), A transformation T on R into itself is called a

normal contraction if it satisfies the following:

T(0) = 0 and \Tax - Ta2\ ̂  \ax - a2\

for any couple ax and a2 in R. Two functions which are equal locally al-

most everywhere (simply, a.e.) for ξ represents the same element in D. The

norm of D is denoted by \\u\\, the associated scalar product by (u, υ).

Similarly as Beurling and Deny [2], we define potentials in D.

2) Beurling & Deny [2] first assumed that each element u in D is a complex-valued func-
tion in X. Put Dr — {Re u u&D}. Then Dr is a Dirichlet space in our sense. Conversely,
let D be a Dirichlet space in our sense. Put D' = {u + iυ u, vE:D}. Then Dr is a Dirichlet
space in Beurling & Deny's sense. In potential theory, it is sufficient to assume that each u
in D is real-valued, because important potentials, i.e., balayaged potentials, equilibrium po-
tentials, are all real-valued.
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DEFINITION 2. An element u in D is called a potential in D if there

exists a real Radon measure μ in X such that

for any / in Cκ Π Zλ Such an element u is denoted by uμ. Especially

if μ is positive, ŵ  is called a pure potential in D. By Definition 1, (D. 1),

for each bounded measurable function / with compact support, there exists

a unique element uf in D such that

for any v in D.

Beurling and Deny [2] showed the following important representation

theorem.

PROPOSITION 1. For a Dirichlet space D on X, there exist a positive measure

v in X, a positive Hermitian form N(f,g) on Cκ Π D and a positive symmetric

measure a in X x X — δ {δ is the diagonal set of X x X) such that

(/, 9) = S fgdv + N(f, g) + Jj (f(χ) - f(y)) (g(x) - g(y))dσ(x, y)

for any couple f and g in Cκ Π D. Here N(f,g) has the following local character:

if g is constant in some neighborhood of the support Sf of f, then N{f, g) vanishes.

PROPOSITION 2. For a Dirichlet space D on X, the above representation is

unique.

Proof. Suppose that there exist another positive measure ι/ in X,

another positive Hermitian form Nf(f, g) on Cκ Π D with the above local

character and another positive symmetric measure ar in X x X— δ such that

(f9 9) = [fgdv + N'(f, g) + JJ {f(x) - f(y)) (g(x) - g(y))d</{x, y)

for any couple / and g in Cκ Π D. Since Cκ Π D is dense in Cκ, the set

U(χ)g(y); f,g^cκnD, sfr\Sg = φ}

is dense in Cκ(XxX—δ).V For any couple / and g in Cκ Π D with

3) Cκ{X X X — δ) is the space of finite continuous functions in X X X — δ with compact
support provided with the topology of uniform convergence.
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(Λ 0) = - 2 j f(x)g(v)dσ(x, y) = - 2 j f(x)g(y)dσ'(x, y).

Hence the equality a — σ' holds. Next we shall show the equality v — ιΛ

It is sufficient to prove the equality

for any / in Cκ Π D. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [4], there

exists a function g in Cκ Π D such that g(x) = 1 in some neighborhood of

Sf. The Hermitian forms N{f,g) and Nr{f,g) having the local character,

(/, g) = J / dv + (J (/(*) - f(y)) (g(x) - g(y))do(x, y)

= S f dv'+SS(/w ~/(2/)) (^(αj) ~ ^da'(χ> 2/)
Therefore the equality v = i/ holds, and hence

N(f,g)=N'(f9g)

on C x Π D. This completes the proof.

DEFINITION 3. The above measure v in X is called the equilibrium

measure of X (with respect to D)fi N{f, g) is called the local form of D and

the positive measure a is called the singular measure of D.

3. Some l e m m a s

In order to obtain our first main theorem, we need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. For a compact set Fx and a

closed set Fo in X with Ft Π FQ = φ, let uμi~μ0 be the condensor potential with

respect to F1 and F0,
5^ Then uμi~μ0 is contained in the closure of the following

subset EltQ of D:

Eίt0 = {f^CκΠD; f(x) = 1 on F1 and f(x) = 0 on Fo}.

4) Beurling and Deny [2] remarked that for any non-decreasing net ( ω α ) α e ί of relatively
compact open sets tending to X, the equilibrium measure of ω^ tends vaguely to v. Hence
we say that v is the equilibrium measure of X.

5 ) Beurling and Deny [2] showed that for any couple of open sets ω1 and ω0 in X, ω1

being relatively compact, there exists a potential uMl.M(f in D satisfying the following:
0<ZuMl-M9 :< 1, uβl-μQ (x) — i a.e. in ωι and μ% is a positive measure in X supported by ωϊ.
We [6] formed a similar potential in D for a compact set F1 and a closed set Fo. This poten-
tial is called the condensor potential with respect to ωx and ω0 (or F 2 and F o ).
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Proof. We put

Elt0 = {/<E C* n D;f(x)>:l on Fx and f{x)^0 on Fo}.

Then Euo is a closed convex set and non-empty, because Cκ Π D is dense

in Cκ. Let ult0 be a unique element in JSlf0 whose norm is minimal in

Elt0. Similarly as Beurling and Deny's Condensor Theorem, we obtain

that uίt0 is equal to a potential uμ in D and μ+ (resp. μ~) is supported by

Fx (resp. Fo). By the condition (D. 3) in Definition 1, 0^Lult0^l and

#ί,o (#) = * PPP o n ^ f° r z =l,0, 6 ^ where u*t0 is the refinement of ^ l f 0 . 7 )

Next we shall show that uμi-μ0 = ultQ. By Beurling and Deny's theorem,8)

there exists a sequence (uμn) of linear combinations of pure potentials in D

such that [uμn) converges strongly to ult0 as n—> + oo and

Sβn c ^ u F o

Then we have

I U 1 > 0 | | 2 = lim {ultQ9uμn)= lim (uμι-μo, uβn)
n-> oo

because

u%^μ^x) = 1 ppp on Fi and u*^μQ{x) = 0 ppp on Fo.

That is,

ll#iiOll^ll#A«i-/«β II.

By the definition of the condensor potential, we obtain that ult0 — uμi~μo.

Finally we shall prove that ultQe. Elι0. By the above assertion, there exists

a sequence (/£) in Euo Π Cκ such that (/,') converges strongly to ult0 in D.

Let T be the unit contraction on R,9^ and put

/»(*)= T /£(a).

6) A property is said to hold ppp on a subset £ in X if the property holds μ-a.e. on £
for any pure potential uμm D such that Sμd E.

7) Cf. [2], pp. 209-210.
8) Cf. [2], p . 214.
9) We say that the projection on R to the closed interval [0, 1] is the unit contraction on

R. Cf. [6].
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Then fn is contained in Eίt0 and (/J converges strongly to ult0 in D as

n — > + °o, because (|| fn \\) is bounded and

This completes the proof.

Similarly as in the case of a special Dirichlet space, we obtain the

following

LEMMA 2. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X and <s be the singular measure of

D. For any compact set K in X and any open neighborhood ω of K,

j j dσ{x,y)<+00.
KxCω

Proof We take another open neighborhood ωr of K such that ωr c ω.

Let uμ be the condensor potential with respect to K and CV and let (/J

be a sequence in Cκ Π D such that (/J converges strongly to uμ in Z> as

72 —>• + 00 and

0<£fn(x)*£l, fn(x) = 1 on K and fn(x) = 0 on CV.

Let (K'a) j. be a non-decreasing net of compact subsets in X tending to X

and put

Similarly as above, we can take a non-decreasing net (ga) in Cκ Π D such

that

Sga c CΛ/, 0^ga^l and α̂(α?) = 1 on Ka.

Then for any n,

Consequently we have
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dσ(χ,y)^-4-(*M,0.) = ~ H

The total mass of the positive measure μ~ being finite, we obtain that

\\ dσ(x,y) ^ ~

This completes the proof.

3. First main theorem
Now we define the projection of a singular measure of a Dirichlet space.

DEFINITION 4. Let a be the singular measure of a Dirichlet space D.

For a compact set K in X, the projection aκ of a to CK is the positive

measure in CK defined as follows:

for any / in CK{CK).

LEMMA 3. Let a be the singular measure of a Dirichlet space D. For a

compact set K in X and an element u in D such that K Π Su = φ, the refinement

u* of u is aκ-integrable.

Proof It is sufficient to prove that there exists a pure potential uμ in

D such that the inequality aκ^μ holds in an open set ω contained with

its closure in CK. We take a couple of open sets ωγ and ωQ with disjoint

closures, ωx being relatively compact and holding the following inclusions:

ωx D K and ωQ Z) ώ,

Let uMl-μ0 be the condensor potential with respect to ωλ and α>0. Then by

the results in the preceding paper,10) uμι and Uμ0 are elements in D. Simi-

larly as the above lemmas, there exists a sequence (/J in Cκ Π D such that

(fn) converges strongly to uμι-μ0 as n—> + <χ>,

0 ̂  fn ^ 1, fn(x) = 1 on K and fn(x) = 0 on ώ.

For any / in C+

κ Π Z>π> with support in ω, we have

!0) Cf. Levy-Khinchine's theorem in [2] and [3].
n ) Cf. Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 in [5].
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J J f(y)da(x,y)-c jj fn(x)f(y)dσ(x,V) = -\(/,/»)

for any n. Making n tend to infinity, we obtain that

j J f(y)dσ(x, y)< - -|- (/, ««-Λ) = -|- j / dμt.

Cκ Π Z) being dense in C x, we obtain that aκ < - | - μ0 in ω. This completes

the proof.

By the above lemma, we obtain the following

THEOREM 1. Let D be a Diήchlet space on X and σ be the singular measure

of D. For any potential uβ in D, let μ{1) be the restriction of μ to CSUμ. Then

in CSUμ. Furthermore for any couple of elements ux and u2 in D such that

Sut Π Su2 = φ, we obtain

(ul9 u2) = - 2 J J u*(x)ut(y)dσ(x, y).

Proof First we suppose that uβ is bounded in X. By the conditions

(D. 2) and (D. 3) in Definition 1, there exists a sequence (/J such that (/J

converges strongly to uμ in D as n—> + oo, (/J is uniformly bounded and

Sfn is contained in a fixed neighborhood N of SUμ. We take any fixed

element / i n Cκ Π D such that Sf c CSUμ. We may assume that the above

function fn has the support in CSf. Then

By Lemma 2 and Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem, making n tend

to infinity, we obtain

(/, uμ) = - 2 J j u*(x)f(y)dσ(x, y).

That is,

J / rfAiCD = - 2 J j f{x)u%{y)do{x, y).
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Next we shall prove the general case. We may assume that uμ is non-

negative, because in the general case, uμ and uμ are potentials in D. Put

ufltΛ{x) = inf{uμ{x), n).

Then uμ%n is contained in D and by the above assertion, we have

(uμ,n, /) = - 2 JJ f(x)u*,n(y)dσ(x, y) .12)

Since the sequence (uβtn) converges strongly to uμ in Z>13> and the sequence

(uμtn{x)) is non-decreasing, making n tend to infinity, we have

J / dμ^ = (uμ,f) = - 2 JJ f(*)*i(v)dσ(x,v).

Let's show the second part of our theorem. First we assume that SUί

is compact and uz{x) is non-negative. Then we can take a relatively

compact open set ω1 and an open set ω2 such that

αλ[ Π ω~2 = φ, Sut c ωx a n d Su2 c ω2.

By Lemma 3, we can define a positive measure au2Λ in ωλ such that

for any / in Cκ with support in ωx. Let's show that the function u* is

<TM2fl-measurable. By the properties of the refinement, there exists a non-

increasing sequence (ωn) of open sets contained in ωx such that u* is con-

tinuous on Cωn for any n and

lim cap (ωn) = 0.14>
«—> CO

We take an open set ω3 such that

αζ c <y3 and ωi Π ω̂  = ̂  .

Let uβn be the condensor potential with respect to ωn and ωz. Then

dσu2ti ^ - 4 " ( ^ ' W s ) ~ 4 ~ II ̂  II * II **2 'I
Δ Δ

12) Cf. Proposition 1.
is) Cf. Lemma 4 in [5].
14) For an open set ω, the capacity cap(ω) of ω is defined as follows: cap(<w) = inf { || u ||2

u{%)> 1 a.e. in ω], cap(ω)=+oo if such elements don't exist.
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Since the sequence (|| Uμn ||) converges to 0 as n—> + oo, uf is σu2ti-measur-

able. If u\ is bounded, our conclusion is evident. Put

ut,n = inf {u\9 n), ul%n = inί{uj9 ή).

Then the sequences (#ί,n) and (&7.J are non-decreasing and contained in

D. By the above assertion,

(κί.», κ2) = —2 JJ ut*n(x)u%(y)da(x9 y)

and

(κΓ.n, «2) = ~ 2 JJ uϊ%{x)ui(y)dσ{x, y).

Making n tend to infinity, we obtain

(«ί, «2) = - 2 JJ «ί*(aϊ)ί«?(y)rf<χ(ί», 2/) and (M7, «2) = - 2 JJ u-1*{x)u*2(y)dσ{x9 y).

That is, we have

(«!, «2) = — 2 J J uϊ(x)ut(y)dσ(x, y).

In the case that u2 is general, by the above assertion, we have

{ulfu2) = {ul9u
+

2)-{ul9U2)

= - 2 j j fί?(«)κί*(y)Aτ(3,2/) + 2 JJ u*(x)u-2*(y)dσ(x9 y)

= -2\\u*(x)u*(y)dσ(x9y).

Thus we prove the case that SUl is compact. We shall prove the case that

SUι is general. Similarly as the above, we may assume that uλ and u2 are

non-negative. We take a non-decreasing net (ωα)α €/ of relatively compact

open sets tending to CSu2. We put F* = CωΛ. Let u'lt<x be the projection of

Ui to Dψ, where

= {uβ: a potential in D9 Sμ c F J .

Then ^1><X is non-negative.15^ Furthermore we put

15) Similarly as in [2], p. 214, we obtain the following result: w*(αs)>:0 pφp on the spect-
rum of u implies w > 0 . Cf. [5].
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By the above assertion,

(«i.« «2) = - 2 JJ u*ίta{x)ut(y)dσ{x, y).

The net (#ίfβ) tends to 0, and hence the net (uίt9) tends strongly to ux in

2λ Hence we can choose a subsequence (Mltβn) of {ultΛ) such that (Mi,ΛJ

converges strongly to uu By Fatou's lemma, we have

) ^ Jim

On the other hand, since u%(x) — u\tO.(x)>0 ppp in X for any a e /,

JJ fίΐ(»)κ?(y)tftf(sf 2/) > JJ u*Jx)u*2(y)dσ(x, y).

Consequently we obtain

(u19 u2) = - 2 JJ u*{x)u*{y)dσ{x, y)

This completes the proof.

Applying this theorem, we obtain the following corollary.

Let F be a closed set in the product space X x X. The a -section Fx

of F means the projection {x} x X Π F to X, and for an arbitrary subset

A of X, the ^4-section FA means the union U Fx.

COROLLARY 1. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X, and let a be the singular

measure of D. Given a symmetric closed set F in X x X containing the diagonal

set δ of X x X9 the following two conditions are equivalent.

(1. 1) For any pure potential uμ in D and any open set ω contained in CSM,

let uM', be the balayaged potential of uμ to ω. Then

Sμ* c FCω Π ω.

(1. 2) SaczF.

In the preceding paper [4], we proved this result in the case that F is

regular, i.e., Fx is compact for any x G X and the point-to-set map: x—>FX
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is continuous. Let's prove this corollary. First we shall prove the implica-

tion (1. 1) O (1. 2). Suppose that Sa <£ F. Then there exist two functions

/i and / 2 in C+

κ Π D such that

sfι n FSf^ψ9 S/2 n F8fι =ψ

and

Hence there exists a pure potential uμ in D such that Sμ c S/x and

JJ (κ (&) - u*,(x))f2(y)dσ(x,y) > 0 ,

where ^ ' is the balayaged potential of uμ to CS/^ On the other hand,

since

we have

2 Jj (u*(x) - u*{x))/2(y)dσ(x,y) = j Mx)dμ'(x) = 0 ,

because

by our assumption. This is a contradiction. The proof of the implication

(1. 2) O (1. 1) is evident by the fact that ufl{x) — uμ>(x) - 0 a.e. in ω and

Theorem 1. This completes the proof.

In order to characterize the absolute continuity of balayaged measures,

first we give the following definition.

DEFINITION 5. Let a be the singular measure of a Dirichlet space D.

We say that the projection of a to X is absolutely continuous for ζ if for

any compact set K in X, the positive measure aκ in CK is absolutely con-

tinuous for ζ.

Remark. If a is absolutely continuous for ξ x ξ, the projection of a to

Cf. [4], Lemma 6.
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X is absolutely continuous for ζ. But the converse is not valid. We can

easily construct a counter example.

Another corollary of Theorem 1 is the following

COROLLARY 2. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X and a be the singular

measure of D. The following two conditions are equivalent.

(2. 1) For any pure potential uμ in D and any open set ω contained in CSμ,

let Uμ> be the balayaged potential of uμ to ω. Then the restriction of μr to ω is

absolutely continuous for ξ.

(2. 2) The projection of a to X is absolutely continuous for ζ.

Proof First we shall prove the implication (2. 1) O (2. 2). For a com-

pact set K in X, it is sufficient to prove that the positive measure aκ is

absolutely continuous for ξ in any open set ω such that ω c CK. We take

another open set ωx in X such that

K c ωί9 €ύχ Π ω = φ .

Let uμi_Mo be the condensor potential with respect to ω1 and ω. By Theo-

rem 1, for any / in C£ with support in ω, we have

J/ dσκ^f(x)u*ι.μ%(y)dσ{x9y) = -L

That is, the inequality ύκ<<rγ~μ^ holds in ω. Since uμi is contained in D

and μQ is the balayaged measure of μγ to ω, we obtain that aκ is absolutely

continuous for ζ in ω.

Next we shall prove the converse. First suppose that Cω is compact

in X By Theorem 1, the restriction μKΌ of μr to ω satisfies the following:

J / dμ™ = 2 j J f(x) {u%y) - up (y))dσ{x, y)

for any / in Cκ with support in ω. Hence it is evident that the condition

(2. 1) is satisfied if u%x) — u%> [x) is bounded. In the general case, we put

un{x) = inf (uμ{x) - uMix),n).

Then un is in D. By our assumption, for any compact set K in X such

that ξ(K) = 0 and Kdω,
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\κ\u*(x)dσ(x,y) = 0.

Making n tend to infinity, we obtain

\κ\(u*(x)-μ*,(x))dσ(x,y) = 0,

and hence μ'(K) = 0. That is, μnΌ is absolutely continuous for ζ. Next

we shall prove the case that ω is general. We take a decreasing net {ωΛ)a(=i

of open sets such that Cω» is compact in X for any a e / and it tend to

ω. Let uμ'a be the balayaged potential of uμ to ωa. Then the positive

measure μic l ) is absolutely continuous for £. Since the net (uμ'a) is non-

decreasing and converges strongly to uμ>, there exists a subsequence (uμ'a ) of

(uμ

f

a) which is non-decreasing and converges strongly to uμ> as n — > + °o .

Similarly as the above calculation, we obtain that μ'α) is absolutely con-

tinuous for ξ.

This completes the proof.

4. Second main theorems

In this section, first we shall examine some properties of equilibrium

measures and equilibrium potentials in a Dirichlet space.17) We shall prove

the following lemmas.

LEMMA 4. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. For an open set ω in X, the

equilibrium potential uv of ω exists in D if cap(ω)< + oo.

Proof. By the definition of the capacity, the set

Eω = {u e D; u(x)>l a.e. in ω}

is non-empty and closed convex subset of D. Similarly as Beurling & Deny

[2], a unique element whose norm is minimum in E is the equilibrium

potential of ω.

LEMMA 5. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. For two open sets ω^ and ω2

17) Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. Beurling and Deny [2] showed that for any rela-
tively compact open set ω, there exists a pure potential uv in D such that 0<w v :< 1, uv = 1
a.e. in ω and Sv a ω. This potential uv is called the equilibrium potential of ω and this
positive measure v is called the equilibrium measure of ω.
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in X such that ^ c ^ and cap (ω2) < + °°, let uUί and uV2 be the equilibrium

potentials of ωλ and ω2, respectively. Then, for any Borel set A contained in ωu

Proof It is sufficient to prove that for any / in CJ Π D with support

in

vγ ^> J / dv2,

because C J ^ ) Π D is dense in C£(ωi).18) Using the domination theorem,

we obtain that

uβz ^ uμi a n d S.£ „ , c Cωλ.

Then by Theorem 1, we have

\f rf/Ί-J/ dμi=2^f(x)(u*t(y)-u*1(y))dσ(x,y)^.O.

This completes the proof.

By Lemma 4, for any open set ω in X, there exists a positive measure

v supported by ω such that for any net (ωΛ) of relatively compact open sets

contained in ω tending to ω, the equilibrium measure yα of ω^ converges

vaguely to v. We say that this positive measure v is the equilibrium

measure of ω. Similarly as the above, we obtain the following

L E M M A 5'. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. For two open sets ωί and

ω2 such that ωλ c ω2 {cap (ω2) is finite or not), let vt be the equilibrium measure of

ωt for i = 1,2. Then for any Borel set A contained in ωx,

This follows immediately from the above lemma. By the above two

lemmas, we obtain the following corollary.

COROLLARY 3. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. Suppose that for any

relatively compact open set ω in X, the equilibrium measure v of ω is absolutely

continuous for ζ. Then, for any open set ω in X, the equilibrium measure v of ω

18) Because the closure of Cκ{ω-^) Γ) D by the norm of D is a Dirichlet space on ωx. Cf.
[5].
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is absolutely continuous for ξ. Especially the equilibrium measure of X is absolutely

continuous for ξ.

Similarly as in Theorem 1, we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X, and let v, a be the equilib-

rium measure of X, the singular measure of D, respectively. For an open set ω in

X with cap (ώ) < + °o, let μ be the equilibrium measure of ω and μci) be the

restriction of μ to ω. Then

\f rf/ια> = 2 jj/(*)(«*(*)-«*(y))rftf(*,y) + J/ dv

for any f in Cκ with support in ω. Furthermore, for any couple ux and u2 in D

such that u2{x) = c a.e. in some neighborhood of Su ,

{ul9 u2) = c J u\{x)dι>(x) + 2 JJ uϊ(x)(u%(x) - u%(y))da{x, y),

where c is constant.

In order to prove this theorem, we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 6. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X. Given a relatively compact

open set ω in X, let uμ be the equilibrium potential of ω. Then there exist un-

refinement u* of uμ such that the equality u%x) — 1 holds everywhere in ω.

Proof It is sufficient to prove that for any open set ωx such that

ω~x c ω, the equality u%{x) = 1 holds everywhere in α>1# By Lemma 1, there

exists a sequence (/J in Cκ Π D such that (fn) converges strongly to uμ as

n—> + oo, 0^fn^l and fn(x) = 1 in ωx for any n. We may assume that

By the definition of the refinement, the sequence (/J is uniformly conver-

gent to u% in CEk9 where

Ek = u Eί = U { « e X\ |/ n + ι (») - fn(x)\ >ll2n}
n—k n=k

for any integer n. The inclusion ωx c CEk exists for any integer n, and

hence we obtain that u* is continuous in ωλ and the equality u%{%) =1 holds

everywhere in ωίt This completes the proof.
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Remark, The above lemma is valid for any open set ω with finite

capacity.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let ω be the open set in our theorem. For any

/ in CJ supported in ω, let σf be a positive measure in CSf similarly as

in the proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, the function

1 — u*(x) is tfy-integrable. Let (/J be a sequence in Cκ Π D such that (/J

converges strongly to uμ in D as n—> + oo, 0 < / n ( ί c ) < l and fn{x) = 1 in

some neighborhood of Sf for any n. Then by Beurling-Deny's representa-

tion theorem, we have

(/«, /) = J f(x)dv(x) + JJ (f(x) - f(y))(fn(x) - fn(y))dσ(x, y)

= j f(x)dv(x) + 2 J /(a?)(l - fn(y))do(x, y).

By Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem, we obtain that

= j f(x)dv (x) + 2 JJ f(x)(l - u%y))d<,{x, y)

= J / ( * ) * , (α) + 2 JJ f(x)(u*(x) - u*(y))dσ(x, y).

From this equality, we obtain the first required equality. Let's prove the

second part of our theorem. We may assume that u* is equal to c every-

where in some neighborhood ω of Su . Similarly as the proof of Theorem

1 and the proof of the first part of our theorem, we obtain

(uu u2) = c J u\ (x) dv (x) + 2 j j u*(x)(u*(x) - u*2(y))dσ(x, y).

In the above equality, the y-measurablity of u\ is followed from Lemma 5.

This completes the proof.

As an application of the above theorem, we obtain the following theo-

rem. This result is more precise than in [5],

THEOREM 3. Let D be a Dirichlet space on X and v be the equilibrium

measure of X. For a pure potential uβ in D such that \ dμ < + oo and an open

set ω in X such that cap (Cώ) < + oo , let uμ

f be the balayaged potential of uμ to

ω Then
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j (Uί(x) - Up (x)) dv (*) = \dμ-\ dμ'.

Furthermore, for a non-decreasing net (ϋCα)βe/ of compact sets in X

tending to X, let uM'Λ be the balayaged potential of uμ to ωa = CKΛ. Then

the net ( I dμ'Λ is non-increasing and

[ u%{x) dv (x) = \ d μ — aμ,

where

aμ = lim \ dμi .

Before we give the proof of this theorem, we remark the following

COROLLARY 3. Let the notations be the same as in the above theorem. For

any pure potential uμ in D with \dμ< + oo and any open set ω in X such

that cap (Cω) < + oo , \ dμ = \ dμ' (resp. \dμ>\ dμr) if and only if v = 0 (resp.

v is everywhere dense in X).

The proof of this corollary is immediate from the above theorem. This

corollary was partially proved in [5],

Proof of Theorem 3. First we shall prove the case that Cω is compact

in X. We take a non-decreasing net (ωΛ)aeI of relatively compact open

sets in X such that ωΛ 3 Cω for any a e / and the net (ωa) tends to X.

Then, for any a e /, we have

{Uμ — Uμ', Uμa)

= J (MJ {x) - up (x)) dv (x) + 2 J J (u*(x) - up (x))(u*.{x) - u*Λ(y))dσ(x, y)

= j (u*(x) - up(x))dv (x) + 2 J j (u*(x) - up(x))(l - u*.(y))dσ(x9 y).

Since the net (1 — #* β ) β e / is non-increasing and tends to 0 in X, the second

part of the last hand converges non-increasingly to 0. Hence we have

l im (uμ — Uμ', uμa) = [ (uΐ(x) — u%>(x))dv(x).
βE/ J
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On the other hand, the net (uμa)aeI tending non-decreasingly to 1 in X, we

obtain that

l im (Uμ, UμΛ) = \ dμ, l im {Uμ'9 Uμ*) = \ dμ'.

That is,

j (U*(X) ~ U**(x))dv(x) = j dμ - J dμ' .

Next we shall show the case that Cω is general. We take a decreasing

net W α 6 / of open sets such that Cω* is compact and ω* D ω for any α e /,

and that the net tends to ω. Let i/ be the restriction of v to some fixed

open set containing Cω with finite capacity. By Lemma 5, a potential Uur

exists in D. Hence

[ (u%(x) — up(x))dv(x) = \ {u%{x) — u*[{x))dυ'{x)
J α J *

= (M/4 — Uμ'a, Uv>) > (Uμ — Uμ'9 Uv')

= (u*(x) - u*.(x))di>(x),

because the net (uμ — Uμ'a)a(=r converges strongly to Uμ — uμ', in D, where μa

is the balayaged measure of μ to ωΛ. On the other hand, similarly as the

proof of theorem 1 in [5],

lim I dμΛ = \ dμr.
X€Ξ/

Thus the first part of our theorem is proved and the second part can be

obtained by the usual limiting process. This completes the proof.

Evidently we know that aμ vanishes for any pure potential uβ in D

when X is of finite capacity. But we don't know the condition which aμ

vanishes. Finally we remark that similar theorems as Theorem 1 and Theo-

rem 3 hold for a condensor measure.

6. Special Dirichlet spaces

First, according to Beurling and Deny [2], we define a special Dirichlet

space.

DEFINITION 4. A Dirichlet space D = D{X; ξ) is said to be special if X
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is a locally compact abelian group, ζ is the Haar measure of X and the

following condition is satisfied:

(D. 4) For any u in D and any x in X, the function Uxu is in D and

II Uxu || = || u ||, where Uxu is the function obtained from u by the translation

x (i.e., Uxu{y) = u{y — x)).

In the case that D is a special Dirichlet space on X, Proposition 1

reads as follows:

PROPOSITION 3. Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X. Then there exists

a positive constant c, a local form JV( , ) on Cκ Π D and a positive symmetric

measure ar in X — {0} such that

dξ + N(f, g) + j j (f{x + y)-f(χ))(g{x + y)~ g{x))do'{y)dξ{x)

for any pair f and g in Cκ Π D. The above representation is unique.

Proof By Proposition 1, there exist a positive measure v in X and a

positive symmetric measure a in XxX—d such that

gdv + N(f, g) + $( (/(*) ~ /(y))fa(*) - g(v))d*(χ, y)

for any pair / and g in Cκ Π D. We take an increasing net (Ka) of com-

pact sets in X which tends to X and an increasing net (gΛ) of Cκ Π D such

that 0<^α(α?)<l, #α(α0 = 1 on KΛ for any α e / and the net {gΛ) tends to 1

in X. We know the existence of this function g* by the condition (D. 2)

and (D. 3). For any / in Cκ Π D and any x in X,

lim (/, gΛ) = ( / rf*, lim

and hence

Consequently dv = ĉ /ί, where c is a non-negative constant. Next we shall

examine the singular measure a of D. For any / and g in CJ such that

the support SUg of the convolution f*g doesn't contain the origin 0 of X,

the transformation

f*g—> 55 f(χ)g(v)d*(χ9 y)
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is positive linear. In fact, suppose that fi*g1^f2*g2' For any h in C+

κ

such that Sh Π Sf^g2 = φ,

\\fi(x)9i*h(y)do{x,y) = \^ f1*gί{x)h{y)da{x9y)

f2*g2(x)h(y)dσ{x, y) = JJ f2(x)g2*h(y)dσ(x, y).

Making h vaguely tend to the unit measure ε at 0, we obtain

Λ(x)gi{y)dσ{x, y) < ^ f2{x)g2(y)dσ{x, y).

The well-deίinedness of the above transformation is evidently followed by

our assumption, i.e.,

\\fi%)g{y)dσ{x,y) = $$/(& + ô)̂ (2/ + x<*)dσ(x,y)

for any ίc0 in X Since the totality of such functions f*g is dense in

Ci(X— {0}), there exists a positive measure σ' in X—{0} such that

5/*0(aO*f'(a) = \\Άx)9(v)dσ(x,y)

for any pair / and g in CJ such that Sf Π 5 g = φ. The symmetricity of

<;' follows from the simmetricity of σ. Consequently

\\f(x + y)g(x)dσ'(y)dζ(x) = JJ/(a?)flr(y)^(α?,y).

The uniqueness of the, singular measure of D follows from the equality

(f(χ + y) - f(χ))(g{χ + y)- g(χ))dσr(y)dζ(x)

= 55 (f(χ) - f(y))(g{χ) - g(y))dσ(x9y)

for any pair / and g in Cκ Π A and hence the proof is completed.

In this case, we call the above positive measure σr the singular measure

of D. Furthermore the local form iV( , •) satisfies the following condition:

N(ff g) = N(Uxf, Uxg) for any pair /, g in Cκ Π D and any x in X. Hence

the above proof is one of Levy-Khinchine's theorem.19) Then we obtain the

following corollary.

Cf. [2], [3], and [4].
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COROLLARY 4. Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X. The above positive

constant c doesn't vanish if and only if D c L2 and the mapping: f—> f on D

into L2 is continuous.

The proof is evident by the above proposition. As another application

of the above proposition, we obtain the following

THEOREM 4. Let D be a special Dirichlet space on X, and let σ be the

singular measure of D. For any pure potential uμ in D and any open set ω contained

in CSμ, let uμt be the balayaged potential of uμ to ω, and let // α ) be the restric-

tion of μf to ω. Then // ( 1 ) is absolutely continuous for ξ.

Proof. By Theorem 1,

dμ' = -(uμ-uμr, f)

= 2Jj (ut(x + y) - u**(x + y))f(x)dσ{y)dξ(x)

for any / in Cκ Π D with support in ω. Now the function

/,. ω(x) = 2 J (u*(x +2/) - u*.(x + y))dσ(y)

is a locally summable function in ω, and hence μ'α ) is absolutely continuous

for ξ. This completes the proof.

Similarly as in Theorem 4, we obtain that μ'(1) is a function of class

C00 in ω if and only if σ is a function of class C°° in Rn — {0}, where D is

a special Dirichlet space on the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn(n^.l).

(Cf. [7])
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